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Reel Shot Breakdown:
Kung fu Panda 2 - The factory. This shot is all matte painting with the exception of the smoke. I was
responsible for the set up and break down of the painting levels, modeling of assets, UV layout and
animation of mist levels and the comp. The rocks are all on volumetric models as is the factory
building, all other levels are on cards. I brought the levels of foreground mist into 4 levels each and
used spline warps for the animation.
Turbo - Indy 500 establishing shot. The track interior (except the jumbotrons and interior trees) and track
exterior are matte painting. This was a more complicated set up, and technically very challenging do to
the camera move and integration with lighting elements. It required 6 projection setups with multiple
levels each, UV painting (for the track interior and parked cars) and a 360 degree sky cyc that would also
be used in the rest of the sequence. I set up all aspects of the matte painting, modeled the matte painting
assets, layed out UVs as needed, managed painters and setup their elements on the shot, rotoscoping, as
well as painting myself (all the parked cars, and the clouds at the head of the shot out of the logo), set up
the comp and integrated it with the lighting elements. A breakdown follows the shot, showing some
quick builds of key projection points to cover the camera move of the shot.
Kung Fu Panda 2 - Valley of Peace pull out. The village and water were lighting elements, all
surrounding elements were matte painting. I did the set up and some touch up painting. The set up
included several projections, UV painting, and a sky cyc used for the sequence. I worked very closely
with lighting on this shot to integrate our elements and providing them the necessary mattes. At the
time this was all done in proprietary software for rendering and comping.
Kung Fu Panda 2 – High speed fly-through of China (a continuation of the valley pull out) – The entire
shot is matte painting. This was a technically difficult shot because of the vast distance the camera
traveled and how close it came to the matte painting elements. I modeled the mountains and the
ground, and used numerous cards for the clouds as well as a dome for the sky. All the mountains were
separate elements in order to create the necessary parallax and UV mapped. In the end there were a
couple hundred elements, but simplified for painting by reusing and scaling similar pieces to reduce the
number of maps needed.
Turbo – Crow sequence – A complicated sequence with several unique setups for the shots in which
the crows are flying. Overall the sequence utilized multiple projections for mid-ground elements with
a consistent UV based cyc for the distant mountains, city and sky. For the two shots I included, the
initial row of houses are lighting elements, beyond that matte painting. The set extensions on these
shots are projections on cards for the trees and proper geometry for the houses and fences. I modeled
the set extension of the roads and ground and set dressed the homes and fences, then lit and rendered
them for the painter to sweeten. I also set up all the comps for the sequence, working with lighting to
integrate the elements. Both of these shots utilized two one off projections and the cyc set up.

Turbo – Freeway shot – Everything after the animated vehicles is matte painting. I did all the set
up, the closer elements were on volumetric geo, the mountains on cards and the sky was part of a
full cyc used for the sequence. I worked with one painter on this shot and did the freeway
animation of car lights in the distance as well as the comp for the matte painting elements.
Turbo – Clouds parting reveal (it hooks into another shot to reveal the light is not a star, but a plane
coming in to land). This is entirely matte painting and all animation, lighting, and lighitng effects
were done in the comp. I did all aspects of this shot. This shot ties into another that reveals the light
is the front of a plane, which dictated the look of the light I had to match for continuity
Futurama, “Beast with a Billion Backs”: All 3D shot until pull out from 2D screen:
-All animation except final 2d camera pullout.
-Modeling, texturing, and lighting of “Diamondillium “ enclosure and tiles.
-Lighting, render pass separation and rendering for color and line. This included
the cranes, platforms, Star BG, Earth treatment, Diamondillium passes , glows,
matte objects, and initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the
Camera Dept.
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Futurama, “Into the Wild Green Yonder”: Nimbus XM station destruction (all 3D shot)
-Modeling of XM station, repair dock, and repair dock workers (NURBS and Polygon)
-Shading and render layer separation for XM dock and work lights
-Additional work on Sequence includes layout and animation, particle effects (exhaust,
sparks), rendering, lighting, and pre comp. Animation includes ship and destruction of
XM station which is a mix of hand keyed hero objects and Blast Code
The Simpson’s Movie: 3D mountain environment for 2D shot
-Modeling of the environment, including the foreground elements of the mountain and road. This
includes the road, guardrails, road debris, mountainside, snow mounds, rocks, and 2D background
placement on cards when truck is spinning. All NURBS geometry.
-Additional work on this shot included animation of road and mountain, shading and lighting of all 3D
elements, rendering of 3D geometry 2D BG elements incorporated into 3D scene. This includes the
road, guardrails, road debris, mountainside, snow mounds, rocks, and 2D background placement on
cards when truck is spinning
The Simpson’s Movie: Carney truck taken to Alaska
-Modeling of truck, which is NURB patch with some Poly accessories on interior. Some
of the patches were trimmed for some details due to the method of toon shading and
lines (for instance, the dirt spots)
-Also responsible for rigging on truck (which included a control for full suspension,
steering, doors, hood, body rock and roll, and tires), shading of the vehicle, and
incorporation of family into rig, including constraints for Homer’s hands for the
steering control
Turbo – Travel montage. Another complex sequence due to the various locations and that most of each
shot was matte painting. For all shots in the montage I was responsible for all the matte painting set up
of levels and breaking down those levels in the paintings, as well as the comp and integrating with
lighting. In all there were 5 locations, for each I had a unique cyc setup for the distant hills and sky and
unique projections for each of the shots in these locations. Everything outside of the road is matte
painting, and on the shots looking down the road I set up the set extension including the road as well.
For the night shots I created all stars using a proprietary particle system.
The first shot shown required multiple projections to work with the 180-degree camera move. The
mountains are on modeled geometry with UVs projected from different positions to work with the
distance the truck moved down the road.
The desert shot in this case was a complete one off set up with many levels to work with the parallax
required from the camera move. The foreground ground at the head of the shot is lighting and matte
painting after that as the camera moves up.
The Midwest location utilizes a portion of a larger projection set up used in other shots as well.
Everything but the road, vehicles, and foreground wind vane are matte painting elements.
The Simpson’s Movie: All 3D shot with 2D Homer registration
-All 3D animation, this includes Camera, motorcycle, bomb and 3D Homer picking up bomb (Printouts
of scene were made for 2D roto of Homer to replace 3D Homer in comp)
-Lighting, render pass separation, and rendering for color and line. This included the ruined
Courthouse, motorcycle, bomb, and mattes for 2D Homer
-Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.
The Simpson’s Movie: 3D Homer , motorcycle and bomb incorporated into 2D shot
-Animation of Homer holding bomb and riding motorcycle to church steps.
-Lighting, render pass separation, and rendering for color and line. This included oversize rendering of
Homer and bike for 2D camera move done in composite by Camera department
-Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.
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The Simpson’s Movie: All 3D shot with 2D town BG
-Animation of Motorcycle, Homer, Bart, Camera, and Particle Glass debris
-Lighting, render pass separation, mattes for 2D, and rendering for line and color. This included the
Motorcycle, 3D Homer and Bart, and particle glass elements.

A
B
C
D
E
The Simpson’s Movie: 3D elements incorporated into 2D shots for Springfield Gorge Jump Sequence
-Animation of motorcycle in all shots, animation of 3D Homer and Bart in shots B and C, animation of 3D Homer and Bart for
2D roto reference in shots A, D, and E, animation of glass panel, debris and particle glass debris in shot A. Cracked dome
treatment using Blast Code in all shots.
-Lighting, render pass separation, and rendering for color and line. This included the dome elements, Homer , Bart, the
motorcycle and matte elements for 2D character incorporation in shots A, D, and E
-Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.
Kung Fu Panda 2 – The grotto, lightening shot. Everything outside the grotto is matte painting.
Layered cards worked for the mountains and the clouds were put on volumetric geo and animated.
The set up was universal for the sequence. The lightening effect was done through animated maps. I
set up the timing for the lightening in after effects and adjusted the effects in the comp.
Futurama,”Beast with a Billion Backs”: All 3D shot
Animation of camera, Planet Express ship, Earth, and Diamondillium Debris
Modeling, lighting and shading of Diamondillium tile debris
Lighting, render pass separation and rendering for color and line. This included the Planet Express
ship, glows, sun and earth treatment with texture adjustments, star BG layering for proper parallax,
Diamondillium debris passes, and space rip
Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.
Futurama, “Bender’s Big Score”: 3D elements registered in 2D shots for Nibblonian
attack sequence
Animation of Nibblonian spaceships and lasers, registration of ships and time sphere
with 2D elements.
Lighting, render pass separation, and rendering for line and color. This included the
nibbler ships, particle lasers, glows, and the time sphere.
Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.
Futurama, “Into the Wild Green Yonder”: FECO van destroys golf hole 3d and 2d
-Modeling, shading and lighting of the FECO van, ropes and grass patch. Van is NURBS, grass is poly
with a lattice for deformation
-Animation of asteroid and van pulling green off of it
-Lighting of shot, render pass separation, and initial pre-comp in Shake
Kung Fu Panda 2 – River travel. All matte painting setup and layering. This includes the all
mountains, the sky and stars, and the river fog. The mountains were on geometry modeled in
Maya and brought into Vue for an initial pass to hand off to the painter on the shot. The sky is on a
dome used for the whole sequence, and all fog passes are on cards. I was also responsible for all
custom mattes to integrate the elements with lighting elements in comp. This was a challenging
sequence with a lot of over/under integration.
Kung Fu Panda 2 – River travel, Gongmen Island reveal. All matte painting set up, which included
both projection and UV based images. The island is utilizing the lighting island asset for volume
and parallax, simplified for the matte painting projection. The water to the horizon and sky are UV
based set ups.
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Kung Fu Panda 2 – Gongmen Island attack. This shot required both projections, UV based images and
a sequence based cyc setup. The ground in front of the foundry firing the cannons are a sweetening
pass set up as a projection, I also worked on that part of the painting. The mist is both my and another
painters work set up as a projection for layering on several cards to integrate both over and behind the
lighting elements. The background mountains and the SR ground are all modeled geo with UV based
cyc mapping and projection fixes applied. For this geometry, I modeled it all in Maya and Mudbox,
and brought it into Vue for base texturing. These were modeled to maintain continuity throughout the
show and were used throughout the movie adjusting for different times of day and mood.
Futurama, “Into the Wild Green Yonder”: Nimbus banana collision (3d shot)
-Layout and animation of ape and Nimbus, Camera animation
-Rendering, Lighting , pre comp in shake for camera department

Futurama, “Bender’s Game”: 3D elements incorporated into 2D shots,
-Modeling of both ships (NURBS), layout and animation (collision and break up of ships hand keyed)
-Particle effects for dust
-Lighting, render pass separation, and rendering for color and line. This includes all ships and star BG
-Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.
Futurama, “Bender’s Game”: 3D elements incorporated into 2D shot
-Animation and layout of Planet express Ship
-Camera match to 2D bckground, lighting, render pass separation, rendering for color and line.
-Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending to Camera Dept.

Futurama, “Bender’s Game”: 3D elements incorporated into 2D shots
-Modeling modification of PE express ship for damage
Layout, animation, lighting, render pass separation, rendering for color and
line. Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending to Camera Dept.

Puss in Boots, 3 Diablos – Puss buried pull out. Everything but Puss and the rock pile is matte
painting. I modeled the volumetric geo for the rocks and ground and used 2 projections to
accommodate the pull out. One close in to give the resolution we needed. The two maps were
blended in Nuke as the pull out occurred.
Puss in Boots, 3 Diablos – Starry eye shot. This is all matte painting once it pulls into his eye. For this
shot I was responsible for the setup, animation, and painting. A series of cards and cones were used
for the stereo effect, animation and effects were all done in Nuke.

Puss in Boots, 3 Diablos – Whisperer's hideout. All elements past the bridge are matte painting.
For this shot I modeled the geo for the building and the cliffs, the sky was on a dome that was
used for the sequence. This setup was utilized throughout the latter half of the sequence.
The Simpson’s Movie: 3D Forest environment for mixed 2D and 3D shot
-Modeling, shading, and lighting of forest environment to match 2D environment of final shot
-Animation of leaves falling (particle instances)
-Lighting, render pass separation, rendering for color and line for the forest. This includes the trees,
foliage (textures on card elements oriented for camera move), and particle leaves.
Initial compositing in Shake prior to sending the scene to the Camera Dept.

Music credit to: Reverend Organdrum’s version of “A shot in the Dark,” originally from Blake Edwards’ Sequel to “The
Pink Panther,” “A Shot in the Dark.”
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